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Using this guide
Before using this guide, become familiar with the Exinda documentation system.

Documentation conventions
These documentation conventions apply across all of the Exinda documentation sets. All instances of
the following may not appear in this documentation

Typographical conventions
n bold - Interface element such as buttons or menus. For example: Select theEnable checkbox.

n italics - Reference to other documents. For example: Refer to theExinda Application List. Also used
to identify in the various procedures the response the systems provide after applying an action.

n > - Separates navigation elements. For example: Select File > Save.

n monospace text - Command line text.

n <variable> - Command line arguments.

n [x] - An optional CLI keyword or argument.

n {x} - A required CLI element.

n | - Separates choices within an optional or required element.

Links
With the exception of the various tables of contents, all links throughout the documentation are blue.
Most links refer to topics within the documentation, but there may be links that take you to web pages on
the Internet. In this documentation we differentiate between these types of links byunderlining only the
external links.

Tips, Notes, Examples, Cautions, etc.
Throughout this manual, the following table styles are used to highlight important information:
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n Tips include hints and shortcuts. Tips are identified by the light blub icon.

TIP
text

n Notes provide information that is useful at the points where they are encountered. Notes are
identified by the pin and paper icon.

NOTE

Text

n Important notes provide information that is important at the point where they are encountered.
Important notes are identified by the amber triangle.

IMPORTANT
Text

n Cautions provide warnings of areas of operation that could cause damage to appliances. Cautions
are identified by the orange triange.

CAUTION

Text

n Examples are presented throughout the manual for deeper understanding of specific concepts.
Examples are identified by a pale green background.

E X A M P L E
Text

n Best Practices are identified by the "thumbs-up" icon.

Best Practice:

It is a best practice to
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Anonymous Proxy Overview
Anonymous Proxies are typically used to circumvent security policies, allowing users to access
prohibited recreational, adult or other non-business sites by tunneling this traffic over a regular or
encrypted HTTP session. Anonymous Proxies also provide anonymity; users accessing websites
through an Anonymous Proxy cannot easily be traced back to their original IP.

Exinda appliances have built-in support for Anonymous Proxy detection. The Exinda appliance receives
daily updates from www.exinda.com containing updated Anonymous Proxy definitions, much like anti-
virus applications receive daily threat updates.

This How-to guide explains how to enable Anonymous Proxy detection and how to monitor and control
Anonymous Proxy traffic.

Related Topics
Configure Anonymous Proxy Detection and Monitoring (page 7)

Control Anonymous Proxy Traffic (page 10)
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Configure Anonymous Proxy Detection
and Monitoring
The anonymous proxy application is a special application object that is used to detect anonymous proxy
websites and services. However, the Anonymous Proxy service is disabled by default. If the anonymous
proxy service is enabled, the Exinda appliance fetches a list of anonymous proxy definitions from the
Exinda web servers on a daily basis. An application object called 'Anonymous Proxy' is automatically
created. The Anonymous Proxy application tracks all traffic that is proxied through one of the
anonymous proxies in the list. This application object is displayed in the monitoring reports like any other
application object and can also be used in the Optimizer policies.

NOTE

n  Anonymous Proxy classification only occurs if the
Anonymous Proxy ASAM module is enabled on the
Configuration > System > Setup > Monitoring
page.

n In order to receive daily Anonymous Proxy defin-
ition updates, the Exinda appliance must be able to
contact the Exinda web servers and the appliance
must also have a valid software subscription.
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Figure: The form to enable the Anonymous Proxy service to keep of list of anonymous proxy sites.

Figure: The form to enable/disable the Anonymous Proxy ASAM required for classification.

Where to configure it

n To enable the anonymous proxy service, go toConfiguration > Objects > Applications
> Anonymous Proxy.

n To enable the anonymous proxy traffic classification, go toConfiguration > System > Setup >
Monitoring.

To enable the anonymous proxy traffic classification

1. Check the Auto Update ServiceEnable checkbox.
The appliance will communicate with the Exinda web servers daily and fetch any new anonymous
proxy definitions.
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2. Ensure that the Anonymous Proxy ASAM module is enabled by going to theConfiguration >
System > Setup > Monitoring page and ensuring theAnonymous Proxy checkbox is
checked in theASAM section. The Anonymous Proxy ASAM ison by default.
The appliance will classify traffic bymatching the traffic against the anonymous proxy list.

To see when the appliance last updated the anonymous proxy definitions

1. Look at theSettings section.

2. The Last Check field indicates the last time that the appliance checked the Exinda service for
new anonymous proxy definitions.

3. The Last Update field indicates the last time new anonymous proxy definitions were found and
updated.

To force a check of the anonymous proxy definitions

Click theRenumerate button.
The appliance will check the Exinda web servers immediately to check for new anonymous proxy
information.

To disable the anonymous proxy traffic classification

1. Uncheck the Auto Update ServiceDisable checkbox.

2. Disable the Anonymous Proxy ASAM by going to theConfiguration > System > Setup >
Monitoring page, unchecking theAnonymous Proxy checkbox in theASAM section, and
clicking theApply Changes button.
Disabling the ASAMwill clear the existing anonymous proxy definitions.

Related Topics
Anonymous Proxy Overview (page 6)

Control Anonymous Proxy Traffic (page 10)
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Control Anonymous Proxy Traffic
Users wanting to bypass security policies that prevent tools from monitoring what they are doing,
typically find an open and anonymous HTTPS transparent proxy. They set their browser to proxy all web
requests through this anonymous proxy. Those requests will be encrypted with https. The security tools
cannot distinguish these transactions from, say, a legitimate access to a financial website.

The Exinda appliance can identify traffic that is served through an anonymous proxy and classify it as
the Anonymous Proxy application. As such, any anonymous proxy traffic appears on the real-time
monitoring screen and on other monitoring reports as"Anonymous Proxy", and can then be controlled by
the Optimizer.

Figure: The Anonymous Proxy application is shown on the real-time monitoring screen.

The Optimizer policy configuration form below shows how to create an Optimizer policy that will block
anonymous proxy traffic.

NOTE

By default, the Anonymous Proxy application is part of the
Recreational application group. This means that any policy
that references the Recreational application group will also
be referencing the Anonymous Proxy application. If you
want to block anonymous proxy traffic, the anonymous
proxy discard policy must be above (earlier than) any policy
that references the Recreational application group in the
Optimizer policy tree.
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Figure: Blocking Anonymous Proxies using the Optimizer.

Related Topics
Anonymous Proxy Overview (page 6)

Configure Anonymous Proxy Detection and Monitoring (page 7)
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